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Virtual Norms

• Make sure you are in a quiet area.

• Mute your microphone when you are not speaking.

• When speaking, keep your points clear and concise.

• Use the chat feature to capture questions, when 

possible.

• Use the Raise Hand feature to signal that you'd like 

to comment verbally during the session. Once you've 

been called to share, please lower your hand.



Objectives

Leaders will

• Expand their knowledge of foundational literacy instruction 

and components within the 120-minute comprehensive literacy 

block.

• Explore the indicators of the revised tool and engage in 

dialogue about observed Wonders-aligned literacy instruction.

• Be able to examine and support foundational literacy practices 

and behaviors expected in the 120-minute comprehensive 

literacy block.



Agenda

I. Expectations for ELA Instruction

II. Instructional Components

a. Whole Group Instruction

b. Teacher-led Small Group Instruction

c. Literacy Workstations or Centers

III. K-2 Foundational Literacy Walkthrough Tool

a. Observation of Instruction

b. Discussion of Tool Indicators

IV. Attendance Survey

V. Adjourn



Icebreaker



120-minute Comprehensive Literacy Block

• Foundational Skills Instruction

• Meaning-based Instruction

Instructional Components

• Explicit Whole Group Instruction

• Teacher-Led Small Group Instruction

• Literacy Workstations

Expectations for ELA Instruction



Whole Group Instruction



• Engages ALL learners

• First step in the learning process

• Students exposed to key concepts and new 

information

• Builds on previously learned skills

• Lessons are dynamic and engaging

• Base line for learning and assessment

• Provides knowledge to practice independently

Whole Group Instruction



Whole Group Instruction: GRR

I Do:   Teacher explains and 
models what students are 
learning to do.

We Do:  Teacher and students 
work together and share the 
instruction. 

They Do:  Students practice 
collaboratively.

You Do It Alone:  It’s time for 
the students to work 
individually and/or 
independently. 



Wonders whole group instruction 

includes:

• Phonemic Awareness

• Phonics

• Spelling Instruction

• High Frequency Words

• Grammar

• Vocabulary

• Shared Reader (KK & 1st)

• Decodable Reader Lesson ( 2nd Grade )

• Structural Analysis (1st & 2nd Grades only)



Quick Check!

Which of the following is not a 

part of the gradual release of 

responsibility model?

a. guided practice

b. collaborative practice

c. model with direct instruction

d. teacher practice

e. independent practice



Teacher-Led Small Group 
Instruction



Small Group Instruction

• Follows whole group instruction

• Solidifies the concepts learned in whole group

• Individualized instruction at the teacher table

• Helps students master the content

• Monitors student progress 



Small Group Instruction

Teacher-Led Small Group Instruction includes:

• Text Reading Lessons
• Leveled Reader

• Decodable Reader

• Shared Reader

• Genre Passage Selection

• Literature Anthology

• Skills-Focused Lessons
• Explicit, systematic and focused specific skills (GRR)

• Differentiated lessons by ability levels

• Interactive and targeted on critical skills

• Based upon lesson formats and content from the core reading 

program (Wonders)



Quick Check!

Small group instruction is informed 

by whole group instruction.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

Respond in the chatbox.



Literacy Workstations



How are Literacy Workstations or 
Centers defined in SCS?

• Opportunities for students to independently

engage in a variety of meaningful, standards-

aligned literacy tasks while the teacher works 

with a small group of students



Literacy Workstations or Centers 

Ineffective Somewhat 
effective

Mostly 
effective

Very Effective

How would you rate 

workstation 

implementation in 

your building? 

1 2

3 4
Respond in the chatbox.



Literacy Workstations or Centers 

• Grow from whole group instruction

• Practice and apply literacy skills

• Expand literacy skills

• Independent and/or collaborative practice

• Multiple activities at various workstations

• Tasks address newly learned or review literacy 

skills



Quick Check!

How many minutes should be 

allocated for the K-2 comprehensive 

literacy block?

a. 60 minutes

b. 90 minutes

c. 120 minutes

d. none of the above

Respond in the chatbox.



Quick Check!

Which of the following represents one 

of the 3 major components of the 

120-minute comprehensive literacy 

block?

a. Teacher-led small group instruction

b. Explicit whole group instruction

c. Literacy work stations or centers

d. all of the above

Respond in the chatbox.



K-2 Foundational Literacy 
Walkthrough Tool



K-2 Foundational Skills Walkthrough Tool
Click the link in the chat box to access the revised K-2 Foundational Literacy Walkthrough Tool.



How are the expectations 
for foundational literacy instruction and 

the walkthrough tool aligned?



Phonemic 
Awareness

the ability to hear, identify, and 

manipulate the smallest units of sound, 

or phonemes



Phonemic 
Awareness



Whole Group Instructional Practices

Explicit Phonemic Awareness Instruction



K-2 Foundational Literacy Walkthrough Tool

Tool Indicators Actions

Teacher models orally segmenting, blending, 

manipulating, or categorizing the speech sounds 

(phonemes).

• Teacher models articulation of phonemes

• Teacher models identifying phonemes

• No letters only, sounds (phonemes)

Teacher engages students in guided practice of 

orally segmenting, blending, manipulating, or 

categorizing the speech sounds (phonemes) 

• Teacher says words and/or phonemes and 

students listen and identify phonemes

• Students identify phonemes

• Wonders digital activities

• No letters only, sounds (phonemes)

Students collaboratively practice to orally 

segmenting, blending, manipulating, or categorizing 

the speech sounds (phonemes) 

• Wonders digital activities

• Work with a partner

• No letters only, sounds (phonemes)

Students independently practice to orally 

segmenting, blending, manipulating, or categorizing 

the speech sounds (phonemes) 

• Wonders practice book

• Wonders digital activities

• No letters only, sounds (phonemes)

Explicit Phonemic Awareness Instruction



Phonics
the relationship between sounds and 

letters



Phonics



Whole Group Instructional Practices

Explicit Phonics Instruction



K-2 Foundational Literacy Walkthrough Tool

Explicit Phonics Instruction

Tool Indicators Actions

Teacher models associating the smallest unit of sound 

(phonemes) with the smallest unit of writing (graphemes) 

• Explains phonics generalizations/rules 

• Use word building cards

• Articulation of letter sounds

• Blend sounds

• Connect letters to sounds/spelling patterns

• Wonders digital activities

Teacher engages students in guided practice of associating 

the smallest unit of sound (phonemes) with the smallest unit 

of 

writing (graphemes) in reading and writing activities (in 

and/or out of context) 

• Build and blend words 

• Choral or echo read words, text and/or sentences

• In context: passages, poems, sentences, songs

• Students write in response to dictated words 

• Wonders digital activities

Students collaboratively practice associating the smallest 

unit of sound (phonemes) with the smallest unit of writing 

(graphemes) in reading and writing activities (in and/or out 

of context) 

• In context: passages, poems, sentences, songs

• Out of context: words, lists of words

• Partner reading words, text and/or sentences

• Work with a partner writing words

• Wonders digital activities

Students independently practice associating the smallest unit 

of sound (phonemes) with the smallest unit of writing 

(graphemes) in reading and writing activities (in and/or out 

of context) 

• Write words and/or sentences with the targeted phonics 

skill

• Wonders practice book

• Wonders digital activities



Structural Analysis
A procedure for breaking words into 

their basic parts (e.g., base word, 

prefixes, suffixes, roots) to determine 

word meanings



Structural 
Analysis



Whole Group Instructional Practices

Structural Analysis Instruction



K-2 Foundational Literacy Walkthrough Tool

Structural Analysis Instruction

Tool Indicators Actions

Teacher models breaking words into their basic parts (e.g., 

base word, prefixes, suffixes, roots) to determine word 

meanings.

• Explains phonics generalizations/rules 

• Use word building cards

• Articulation of letter sounds

• Blend sounds

• Connect letters to sounds/spelling patterns

• Wonders digital activities

Teacher engages students in guided practice of breaking 

words into their basic parts (e.g., base word, prefixes, 

suffixes, roots) to determine word meanings.

• Build and blend words 

• Choral or echo read words, text and/or sentences

• In context: passages, poems, sentences, songs

• Students write in response to dictated words 

• Wonders digital activities

Students collaboratively practice breaking words into their 

basic parts (e.g., base word, prefixes, suffixes, roots) to 

determine word meanings.

• In context: passages, poems, sentences, songs

• Out of context: words, lists of words

• Partner reading words, text and/or sentences

• Work with a partner writing words

• Wonders digital activities

Students independently practice breaking words into their 

basic parts (e.g., base word, prefixes, suffixes, roots) to 

determine word meanings.

• Write words and/or sentences with the targeted phonics 

skill

• Wonders practice book

• Wonders digital activities



Spelling
the process of representing language by 

means of a writing system 



Spelling



Whole Group Instructional Practices

Spelling Instruction



K-2 Foundational Literacy Walkthrough Tool

Spelling Instruction

Tool Indicators Actions

Teacher models applying knowledge 

of letter-sound correspondence to 

spell prescribed words

• Blend sounds in words

• Stretching sounds in words

• Writing the spelling pattern

• Reading spelling words

• Sorting words 

• Pronouncing the sounds

• Wonders digital activities

Students practice applying knowledge 

of letter-sound correspondence to 

spell prescribed words (orally and/or 

in writing) 

• Word dictation

• Listen for the spelling sound

• Stretching sounds in words

• Blend sounds in words Stretch words to pronounce

• Chorally read words

• Chorally spell words

• Write spelling words

• Sort words

• Pronounce sounds

• Wonders digital activities

• Orally generate additional words



High Frequency 
Words

Words that appear most often in grade 

level texts



High 
Frequency 

Word



Whole Group Instructional Practices

High Frequency Words Instruction



K-2 Foundational Literacy Walkthrough Tool

High Frequency Words Instruction

Tool Indicators Actions

Teacher models reading, spelling, and writing 

HFWs (in and out of context)

• Say the high frequency words

• Displays high frequency word cards

• Reads the word and uses it in a sentence

• Spells the word

• Writes the word in the air

• Visual vocabulary cards

Teacher engages students in guided practice

reading, spelling, and writing HFWs (in and out 

of context) 

• Say the high frequency words

• Spell the high frequency words

• Write the high frequency words

• Wonders digital activities

• Read sentences with high frequency words

Students collaboratively practice reading, 

spelling, and writing HFWs (in and out of 

context)

• Read sentences with high frequency words

• Write sentences with high frequency words

• Orally spell high frequency words

• Use the high frequency word in conversation

• Wonders digital activities

Students independently practice reading, 

spelling, and writing HFWs (in and out of 

context) 

• Wonders practice book

• Wonders digital activities



Grammar
The set of rules that explain how 

words are used and put together in 

language 



Explicit 
Grammar



Whole Group Instructional Practices

Gramar Instruction



K-2 Foundational Literacy Walkthrough Tool

Grammar Instruction

Tool Indicators Actions

Teacher uses the gradual release of 

responsibility to give students opportunities to 

practice applying the grammar skill in speech.

• Teacher models using the grammar skill in speech

• Engage in talk and turn with a partner

• Orally generate sentences

• Orally identify the grammar skill

Teacher uses the gradual release of 

responsibility to give students opportunities to 

practice applying the grammar skill in

reading.

• Teacher models the grammar skill in reading

• Sentence writing

• Read a section of the text and identify the grammar 

skill

• Chorally, echo, and independently read sentences

• Wonders grammar digital tools

Teacher uses the gradual release of 

responsibility to give students opportunities to 

practice applying the grammar skill in writing. 

• Teacher models the grammar skill in writing 

• Wonders practice book

• Writing sentences

• Write with a partner

• Wonders grammar digital tools



Decodable 
Readers in 

whole group

2nd grade only



Teacher-led Small 
Group: Text Reading
Lesson that enables a teacher to use text 

for specific teaching purposes & to 

monitor student progress



Teacher-led 

Small Group: 

Text Reading 
Lesson



Leveled Reader



Decodable Reader



What are the teacher and student actions in this scenario?

Mr. Memphis is working with a small group of 1st graders using a decodable reader, 

Pam Can.

The lesson begins with a review of high frequency words, the letter a and the short a

sound.

Students are guided in blending the sounds in the words: can, pack, tan, bag.

Students are guided in reading the decodable reader, pointing out the high 

frequency words and words with the short a sound. Mr. Memphis asks: Who are the 

characters? Where is the setting?

Mr. Memphis models blending for students struggling to blend the sounds.

With a partner, students read “Pam Can!” As students are reading the text, Mr. 

Memphis guides them to focus on accuracy and rate.

Students provide feedback to their partners.

Teacher-Led Small Group Instruction



Teacher-Led Small Group: Text Reading
Tool Indicators Actions

Leveled Reader. Decodable Reader. Genre Passage. Other _______

Teacher models fluent reading • Model fluent reading (speed, accuracy, prosody)

Teacher references/models word attack 

strategies (segmenting & blending, chunking 

word parts, rereading, etc.)

• Stretch out the word

• Look for chunks in the word

• Connect the word to a known word

• Reread the word in the text

Students practice reading

(choral/echo/whisper)

• Choral reading fluently

• Echo the teacher's fluent reading

• Whisper read independently

• Read with a partner

Students respond to literal questions about 

informational or literary texts (about 

characters, setting, events, key ideas & 

details)

• Teacher asks literal questions: Who are the main 

characters? What happened at the beginning, middle, 

end of the story? What is the main idea in this story?

Students practice their knowledge of 

vocabulary in context or out of context

• Visual vocabulary cards

• Reading vocabulary words

• Working with partners to write sentences using 

vocabulary words

• Matching definitions and context sentences to visual 

vocabulary cards



Teacher-Led Small Group: Text Reading

Tool Indicators Actions

Students are engaged in close reading 

activities

• Rereading the text

• Identify key details

• Generate their own questions

• Use text features to understand the text

• Retell the text

Students practice applying their knowledge of 

foundational skills in purposeful writing 

activities

• Write in response to the reading

• Write the targeted phonics skill

• Wonders practice book

Teacher provides corrective feedback, when 

needed

• Teacher offers support for student miscues 

(blending)



Teacher-led Small 
Group: Skills-focused

Lesson that allows teachers to provide 

focused instruction in specific skills



Teacher-led 

Small Group: 

Skills-Focused 
Lesson



Differentiated Lessons



Skills-Focused 



Kindergarten



1st Grade



2nd Grade



Teacher-Led Instruction:  Skills-Focused Lesson

Tool Indicators Actions

Teacher introduces and explains 

skills explicitly and directly

• Introduces the targeted skill

• Explains routine and purpose

• Explains the task and its purpose

Teacher models/demonstrates skill 

application

• Display word building cards

• Articulate sounds

• Blend sounds together

• Provide written examples

• Display high frequency word cards

• Read and spelling the high frequency words

Students practice skills in 

application.

• Students say or write words with the same letter-sound 

or sound-spelling pattern

• Students apply skills in oral or written sentences or 

phrases

Teacher provides corrective 

feedback, when needed

• Teacher offers support for student miscues (blending 

and building additional words)



Literacy Workstations
Activities or tasks that provide opportunities 

for students to independently engage in a 

variety of meaningful, standards-aligned 

literacy tasks while the teacher works with a 

small group



Literacy 
Workstations



Let’s Explore More!

Symbols Descriptions

Workstation task is 

purposeful.

Check if the task limits the 

use of worksheets.

Underline student engageme

nt and collaboration.

Use an exclamation mark 

when you see something 

exciting or surprising.

Circle any type of 

manipulatives.



Wonders Workstation Activity cards





Literacy Workstations or Centers

Tool Indicators Actions

Students engage in tasks aligned to the 

current/previously taught literacy skills

• Provide purposeful tasks that align to the 

foundational/grammar standards

• Limit the use of worksheets/workbook pages

• Wonders workstation task cards

Stations address literacy skills and strategies (PA, 

Phonics/Word Study, Fluency, Grammar, Writing, 

Vocabulary, Comprehension, Technology, Science, 

Social Studies) 

• Ensure that all station tasks align to the academic 

standard for that station

• Tasks are purposeful, meaningful and grade level 

appropriate

• Students engaged with literacy manipulatives, 

word cards, letter tiles, literacy games

• Wonders workstation task cards

Station tasks maintain student engagement for the 

allotted time & additional tasks are available for 

early finishers 

• Wonders workstation activity cards

• Extension activities aligned to the 

current/previously taught literacy skills

Teacher briefly circulates at the beginning and/or 

during stations to ensure accurate student practice

• Rotate among stations quickly to ensure students 

are practicing accurately

• Clarify any student misconceptions

• Provide feedback and/or prompting



Overall



Module 1: Look Fors

In addition to performance-based objectives, the 

following should be “looked for” during informal 

observations:

1. Whole group instruction

2. Teacher-led small group instruction

a. Text Reading Lesson

b. Skills-focused Lesson

3. Literacy workstations or centers



Questions



Attendance Survey

• Insert the QR code and enter the survey link into the chat box



Contact Info:

LaShanda Simmons Fason

Early Literacy Department 

simmonsLD@scsk12.org

901.210.3094

www.scsk12.org/earlyliteracy




